The Ensemble is directed by Mark Selivan who plays Solo Domra and features Leonard Davis who plays Solo Balalaika.
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Russian Music on Monitor Compact Discs...

RUSSIAN FOLK DANCES of the Moiseyev Dance Co.
21 Instrumental Selections by various Folk Instrument Groups.
MCD 71310

PLAY BALALAIKA PLAY: The Polyanka Russian Gypsy Orchestra
(Vocals & Instrumentals)
MCD 61371

RUSSIAN EASTERN LITURGY: The Russian Orthodox Cathedral Choir of Paris (Spassky).
MCD 71441

MOISEYEV DANCE ENSEMBLE: In their most exciting repertoire.
MCD 61451

RUSSIAN SACRED CHORAL MASTERPIECES: The Russian Cathedral Choir of Paris conducted by P.V. Spassky in works by Tchaikovsky, Lwow, Bortniansky, Rachmaninoff, Kastalsky.
Arkhangelsky, Gretchianoff.
MCD 61468

SOVIET ARMY CHORUS & BAND: 19 Folk, Popular & Classical Selections.
MCD 61500

A TREASURY OF RUSSIAN GYPSY SONGS: Marusia Sings 27 Gypsy Songs with Sergei Kratkov, guitar.
MCD 71565

MOSCOW NIGHTS: 20 Popular Russian Hits (Vocals)
MCD 61590

RUSSIAN ROMANTIC SONGS: Yulya Sings Russian Folk & Popular Songs
MCD 71597

BALALAIKA: The Andreyev Balalaika Ensemble (Instrumentals).
MCD 61713

RUSSIAN DANCES: The Kauriga Balalaika Ensemble in Instrumentals
MCD 71789

RUSSIAN FAVORITES: The Kovriga Balalaika Orchestra (Instrumentals).
MCD 61793

For complete "Music of the World" and Classical Listings write:
MONITOR RECORDS
10 Fiske Place, Mt. Vernon, NY 10550
BALALAIKA! The Andreyev Balalaika Ensemble

Nothing conjures up the idea of Russian folk music more than the sound of the balalaika and its cousin, the domra. Both instruments, in the hands of skillful players, can create soulful and melodic sounds as well as blend beautifully in a group. Listen to the *At Church* (an arrangement of a piano composition by Tchaikovsky) as it builds towards a throbbing climax and dies away on a plucked note on the balalaika. The repertory for this recording ranges from the very old tunes like *Komshushka* and *Stairly Waltz* to the ubiquitous *Those Were the Days* (actually an old Russian tune by Boris Fomin called "The Long Road") and the relatively new *Lara's Theme.*

THE ANDREYEV BALALAIKA ENSEMBLE

Monitor Presents the Andreyyev Balalaika Ensemble

1. TSIGANKA (Gypsy Girl) .............................................. 2:32
2. LARA’S THEME from the film “Dr. Zhivago” ................... 3:10
3. TROIKA (Russian Dance) ........................................... 2:30
4. STARINY VALS (Old Waltz) ....................................... 3:00
5. RUSSIAN MEDLEY .................................................. 4:29
   a) Haida Troika (Russian Dance)
   b) Proshchay Ty Staraya Derevnya (Farewell, Old Village)
   c) Buran (Snowstorm)
6. KALITKA (Little Gate) .............................................. 3:23
7. THOSE WERE THE DAYS ........................................... 3:15
   (based on the Russian Song “The Long Road”)
8. KOROBUSHKA (The Peddler’s Box) ............................ 2:10
9. CRIMEAN SKETCHES .............................................. 3:30
10. KOKHANOCHKA (Dance) .......................................... 3:30
11. ESPANA ............................................................ 2:04
12. TWO SONGS from the Soviet film “Birobidzhan” ............. 3:30
    a) Lyrical Song
    b) Fisherman’s Revery
13. NA SOPKAKH MANZHURII (Manchurian Waltz) ............ 2:20
14. V TSERKVI (At Church) (Music by P. Tchaikovsky) ...... 4:00
15. SVETIT MESYATS (Brightly Shines the Moon) .............. 2:30
16. TWO RUSSIAN FOLK SONGS .................................. 4:50
    a) To Ne Veter Vetku Klonit (Bending Branch)
    b) Ya S Komarikom Plyasala (I Danced with a Mosquito)
17. KOLOKOL’CHIKI (Troika Bells Polka) ......................... 2:30
18. UKRAINIAN FOLK SONG MEDLEY ............................. 5:00
    a) Raz, Dva, Tri (One, Two, Three)
    b) Oy, Ya Neschasni (I Am Unhappy)
    c) Divka V Sinyakh Stoyala (The Girl Stood in the Doorway)
    d) Kozachok
19. FAWN WALTZ ....................................................... 3:40

Total Playing Time: 62:32
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